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Abstract 
The vibrations from a scroll pump and a turbo-molecular pump, which are used in several X-ray beamlines 
of SPring-8, have been measured. A rubber sheet and a lead block are most effective in preventing the 
propagation of the vibration from a scroll pump. Regarding a turbo-molecular pump, a bellow is useful. The 
installation of instruments on a floor over a cold joint should be avoided to keep the accelerations less than 
the order of 10–3 gal   

1. Introduction 
Most X-ray beamlines of SPring-8 are composed of standardized components that have respectively 

well-defined functions [1]. The transport channels are evacuated by restricted types of pump units [2]. 
There are 210 pump units that work at 39 beamlines. We designed a standard pump unit so as to fulfill 
the following requirements: (1) a high vacuum of less than 10–4 Pa, (2) oil free, (3) enabling beamline 
operation within a few hours after commencing evacuation, and (4) low vibration. These requirements 
permit the selection of an oil free scroll pump and a turbo-molecular pump with a magnetic bearing as 
roughing and high-vacuum pumps, respectively. 

Although these pumps have rotors, the vibration from the pumps has rarely affected any serious 
influences on experiments heretofore. Some advanced applications of imaging and microscopy with 
high resolution will involve environments of lower vibration. We propose to maintain floor 
accelerations in the orders of 10–3 cm/sec2 (gal) and 10–2 gal for frequencies below 10 Hz and 50 Hz, 
respectively. The values are corresponding to the displacements in the order of nm and are required as 
the vibration levels on floors where a scanning tunnel microscopy is set up to get clear atomic images.  
  The solutions to avoid the effects of vibration are as follows: (1) to prevent the propagation of 
vibration around a source, (2) to control or decrease the vibration at a source point, (3) to isolate a 
sensitive target, such as an optical element or a support of it, and (4) to improve the stiffness of a target. 
Methods (1), (2), and (3) have been conducted. This paper intends to report effective solutions for more 
advanced uses that are insensitive to vibrations from the standard exhaustion unit. 

2. Experimental 
Figure 1 shows a standard exhaustion unit, which is composed of a vacuum chamber, pumps, and 

gauges. A turbo-molecular pump is perpendicularly connected to the chamber, which forms a part of a 
transport channel. A scroll pump is positioned on the floor near the unit. The specifications of the 
pumps are summarized in Table 1. 

To evaluate the vibration, a servo accelerometer (Tokkyokiki Corp.) was employed. Table 2 
provides the specifications of the sensor. The measured frequency range is from 0.5 Hz to 100 Hz as 
measured using a low pass filter. The gain in this range is constant. The minimal detectable level of 
acceleration is 10–4 gal. Accelerations were measured on the floor and on the frame of the unit under 
various conditions.  

The vibration from the pumps propagates along the three paths as illustrated in Figure 2. The 
vibration absorption or isolation has been adapted in each path. A rubber sheet (Geltec Co., Ltd.) and a 
lead block were employed so as to prevent the propagation of vibration from the scroll pump. A 
magnetic dynamic damper for the scroll pump [3] was tested to control the vibration as shown in Figure 
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3. It consists of a passive damper and permanent magnets whose springs generate a restoring force. For 
the turbo-molecular pump, a bellow is installed between the chamber and the pump. 

To ensure a vibration-proof environment, it is necessary to take into consideration the condition of 
the floor where the pumps work. A floor in the experimental hall is constructed in three concrete layers 
as shown in figure 2 — surface course, concrete slab-on-grade, and leveling concrete. In some areas, 
air-gaps are located between the top and the second layer. These are called “cold joints.” A cold joint is 
formed when an adjoined mortar layer is laid after the lower mortar layer has been cured. Contrastingly, 
a “hot joint” is that in which layers adhere. We can easily separate a cold joint by hammering the 
surface. A low tone is indicative of some air-gaps existing under the hammered floor. Short and high 
sounds indicate glued layers. A cold joint can be repaired by digging and removing the top layer, which 
has a depth of 10 cm, and then pouring concrete over it. It is important to make asperity of the top-most 
concrete slab-on-grade, so as to adhere it to a new top layer. The vibration around the scroll pump was 
measured on the floor with a cold joint, a hot joint, and a repaired area.  
 

 
Figure 1: A standard exhaustion unit 

 
Table 1: Specification of typical pumps in the standard exhaustion unit 

Type 
Pumping 

speed 
(litter/min) 

Ultimate 
pressure 

(Pa) 

Motor 
revolution 

(Hz) 

Weight 
(kg) 

A scroll pump 250 1.6 29 25 

A turbo-molecular pump 320 10–8 750 14 
 

Table 2: Specifications of the accelerometer 

Range 
 (gal) 

Resolution 
(gal) 

Frequency 
(Hz) 

Low pass 
filter 

Weight 
(g) 
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 (Hz) 

± 2000 10–4 0.5–400 100 190 
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Figure 2: Propagation paths of the vibration from a scroll pump and a turbo-molecular pump  
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Figure 3: A magnetic damper for a scroll pump  
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3.  Results and discussion 

3.1. Vibration from a scroll pump 
The vibration from the scroll pump propagates to the neighborhood through the floor and to the 

turbo-molecular pump through a flexible tube. The former depends up on the condition of the floor 
where the scroll pump and sensors were setup. The latter was involved in the former conditions as 
follows.  

3.1.1.  Accelerations on the floor with a cold joint and a hot joint  
Accelerations were measured on the floor when the scroll pump and the sensors were setup on 

three floor-types which were constructed with a cold joint, a hot joint, and a repaired area and the 
data are shown in Figure 4. The Y and Z directions of the sensors are parallel and perpendicular with 
the floor, respectively. In this measurement the pump was a standalone.  

The lowest accelerations, indicated as black bars of Yh and Zh in Figure 4, were measured on a 
hard joint when the scroll pump was stopped. On a cold joint, the vertical dark level (a black bar of 
Zc) was as high as the working level (a green bar of Zh in Figure 4) when both, the worked pump 
and sensors were setup on a hard joint. The results show that the air-gap under the floor with a cold 
joint degrades vertical stability, even if all pumps are stopped. 

When both, the working scroll pump and the sensors were on a cold joint, the maximum levels 
were detected and represented as red bars of Yc and Zc in Figure 4. While moving the scroll pump to 
the floor with a hard joint, the values on the cold joint decreased to several sub-multiples shown as 
green bars of Yc and Zc. A rubber sheet inserted between the scroll pump and the floor was able to 
decrease the levels as low as those of the dark levels on the cold joint, shown as blue bars of Yc and 
Zc in Figure 4. If the cold joint was repaired, the accelerations on the repaired floor recovered, as 
indicated by bars of Yr and Zr in Figure 4. The results show that a cold joint has serious influences 
on its surroundings. 

The most effective way is to install a target and a pump on a hard joint or repair floor. Even if the 
target cannot be moved, the pump should be removed from an area over a cold joint to an area over a 
hard joint. This is the most effective way to lay a rubber sheet anywhere under the scroll pump. The 
rubber prevents the propagation of the vibration from the scroll pump through the floor. 

3.1.2. Accelerations on the frame of the exhaustion unit, which is set over a cold joint and a hot 
joint  

Results obtained when the scroll pump was connected with a flexible tube to the turbo-molecular 
pump on the frame, are shown in Figure 5. Unlike the former results on the floor, a rubber sheet 
under the scroll pump increased the accelerations on the frame, as shown by blue bars of Yh, Zh, Yr, 
and Zr in Figure 5. The motion at the top of the scroll pump progressively increased because the 
rubber sheet was soft.  

To avoid adverse effects, we installed a lead block of 10 kg in the middle of the flexible tube. The 
tube was held by the block. With the tube being held, the tube accelerations on the frame were 
decreased as illustrated by cyan bars in Figure 5. The results have indicated that a rubber sheet 
should be used with a lead block to hold a flexible tube. 

3.1.3. Control and decrease of vibration at a scroll pump 
The scroll pump generates a rocking motion of 29 Hz with about 100 gal, which exceeds the other 

frequencies. A magnetic damper [3] was designed to decrease the motion of 29 Hz by the use of a 
magnetic spring [4]. When the damper is attached on the scroll pump, accelerations at the top of the 
pump decreased to about 40 gal. This method has the advantage of a cut-off oscillation at the source. 
However, the attenuation of other frequencies is difficult.  
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Figure 4: Accelerations on the floors over a cold joint, a hot joint, and a repaired area, depending upon the settings of the scroll 

pump 
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Figure 5: Accelerations on the frame above a cold joint, a hot joint, and a repaired area, depending upon the settings of the scroll 

pump 
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3.2.  Vibration from a turbo-molecular pump 
The vibration from the turbo-molecular pump was measured on the frame of the exhaustion 

unit, when the scroll pump was set on a hard joint by employing a rubber sheet and a lead block. A 
turbo-molecular pump TMP-303 (Shimadzu Corporation) was used, at the bottom of which a small 
cooling fan was mounted so as to continuously run under a high flow rate. 

When the fan worked, monitored accelerations of units were 10 gal and 0.8 gal in the 
horizontal (Y) and vertical (Z) directions, respectively. When the cooling fan was turned off, the 
accelerations on the frame decreased to 0.6 gal and 0.1 gal at Y and Z directions, respectively. 

To avoid the vibrations from the rotor of the turbo-molecular pump, a bellow was installed 
between the pump and the chamber as illustrated in Figure 6. The pump was supported independent 
to the frame of the unit. When the cooling fan was stopped and the bellow was used the accelerations 
were improved to 0.1 gal and 0.01 gal at the Y and Z directions, respectively.  

 

 
Figure 6: The most effective solution for the vibration from a scroll pump and a turbo-molecular pump 

4. Summary 
The vibration from a scroll pump and a turbo-molecular pump was measured on the floors and on the 

frame of a standard exhaustion unit. All tested methods and results in this report have been 
summarized in Table 3.  
As the results indicate, the most effective way to keep accelerations low is as follows: (1) to avoid 

installing both a target and a source of the vibration on a cold joint, (2) to employ both a rubber sheet 

Damping 
rubber 

A bellow 

A lead 
block 

on hard joint or on repaired area 
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under the scroll pump and a lead block for holding the flexible tube, (3) to support the turbo-molecular 
pump independent to the frame, and (4) to insert a bellow between the pump and the chamber. 

 
Table 3: Solutions for the vibration from a scroll pump and a turbo-molecular pump 

Vibration isolation Vibration control

Parts Rubber sheet Lead weight Bellow ( between
chamber and TMP )

Remove top layer
and fill with concrete

Magnetic damper
for SCP

Source of
vibration Scroll pump (SCP) Scroll pump (SCP) Turbo molecular

 pump (TMP)

Environments
( SCP,

around walk ….)

Scroll pump
(SCP)

Results

Decrease
 the propagation of

vibration from SCP to
floor, but increase motion

at the top of SCP

Enable to absorb
vibration through a
flexible tube from

SCP under all
conditions

A high degree of
effectiveness

Enable to change
from a cold"

to a "hard" joint

Decrease
the amplitude

on SCP

Effective
area On a hard joint On the  chamber

connected with SCP
On the chamber

connected with TMP On a cold joint On a cold joint

Target Floor Directly connected
chamber

Directly connected
chamber

Equipments on the
area SCP

Easy to set Excellent Excellent Poor Poor Fair
Cost to install Excellent Excellent Fair Poor Poor
Time to install A few min A few min Several h A few weeks Several min

Attenuation -1/90 -1/30 -1/15 -1/40 1/2–1/10
Effective

range Over 30 Hz Wide Wide Around 29 Hz

Remarks

Termination of a
cooling fan of TMP
enables a decrease in

vibration on the stand.

The cold joint
can be removed.

Fine tuning is
difficult.

Vibration absorption near the source

Rubber should be used with a lead weight,
otherwise vibration increases on the stand

connected with a tube.
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